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Microfluidic blood plasma separation for medical diagnostics: is it worth it?

W. S. Mielczarek, a,b E. A. Obaje, b T. T. Bachmann b and M. Kersaudy-Kerhoas* a,b

Circulating biomarkers are on the verge of becoming powerful diagnostic tools for various human diseases. However, the complex sample composition makes it difficult to detect biomarkers directly from blood at the bench or at the point-of-care. Blood cells are often a source of variability of the biomarker signal. While the interference of hemoglobin is a long known source of variability, the release of nucleic acids and other cellular components from hemocytes is a new concern for measurement and detection of circulating extracellular markers. Research into miniaturised blood plasma separation has been thriving in the last 10 years (2006–2016). Most point-of-care systems need microscale blood plasma separation, but developed solutions differ in complexity and sample volume range. But could blood plasma separation be avoided completely? This focused review weights the advantages and limits of miniaturised blood plasma separation and highlights the most interesting advances in direct capture as well as smart blood plasma separation.

1 Introduction

Human plasma is the most important and one of the most convenient sources of circulating biomarkers. Studies on plasma proteome, transcriptome and metabolome have rapidly increased the spectrum of diagnostic targets for a wide range of diseases from cancer1 to Alzheimer’s2 to sepsis.3 Likewise, antibodies as well as foreign nucleic acids and antigens present in plasma, allow for the diagnosis of serious infectious diseases such as those caused by Ebola4 or Zika5 viruses during recent outbreaks.

The quality of biomarkers often depends not only on biological factors such as physical condition and age of the patient, but also on technical factors such as the lack of standardisation of sample collection and preparation.6–8 Amongst other technical factors, in vitro hemolysis is a well-known source of biomarker variability. Blood cells such as leukocytes, or white blood cells, can also be a source of contamination in relation to biomarkers such as cell-free DNA targets. Therefore, plasma separation from hemocytes is very desirable in most cases. In the lab-on-a-chip community, a growing number of groups are tackling the challenge of micro-scale blood plasma separation (BPS), with often good results in yield or purity, but rarely achieving both at the same time. Recent lab-on-chip (LOC) developments, which demonstrate some level of sample preparation and/or detection of circulating blood biomarkers, still omit the blood plasma separation part. In a large number of cases, the operator of the LOC relies on a bench-top centrifuge to produce plasma as the input sample even if the required volume is in the range of a few microlitres. Therefore, continuing improvement of microscale blood plasma separation seems needed to achieve truly integrated and point-of-care (POC) devices. However, given the complexity of microscale plasma separation, could this step be avoided altogether? The improvements in direct capture now allow some circulating biomarkers to be detected in the blood matrix, allowing “sample preparation free” solutions. Is microfluidic blood plasma separation still worth it? Could it really be integrated on-chip or could it be achieved with a centrifuge next to a point-of-care testing (POCT) device?

A review we published in 2013 produced a detailed map of the miniaturised blood plasma separation state-of-the-art, listing and describing analytes of interest, characterisation and the challenges of blood plasma separation at the microscale.9 Tripathi et al. recently reviewed the design rules of passive blood plasma separation techniques.10 Here we provide a
balanced overview of miniaturised blood plasma separation by considering the arguments for omitting integrated BPS in POC devices as well as highlighting the most interesting advances in the field between 2013 and 2016.

2 Avoiding blood plasma separation: rationale and solutions

The main rationale for avoiding BPS arises from the shortcomings of currently available BPS technologies.10,11 These shortcomings are (i) inconsistencies with diluting blood samples; as observed in the literature, majority of the POC systems require dilution of whole blood which introduces inaccuracies into the measurements and reduced concentration of target analytes, subsequently leading to reduced assay sensitivity. (ii) Complex designs that are cost-ineffective to integrate into microfluidic platforms; these tend to be a feature of active BPS techniques which generally involve the use of external force fields for separation. (iii) Time consuming workflow systems with low extraction rates; these tend to be associated with passive BPS systems that rely solely on the properties of blood flow at the microscale, leading to potential low throughput and slow flow rates.

To alleviate the aforementioned issues, recent technological advances have led to the development of simplified microfluidic systems that facilitate biomarker detection directly from whole blood samples, thereby bypassing the need for on/off-chip BPS and its inherent complexities. Examples of these novel POC systems can be broadly categorised according to the factors that have made direct detection of analytes from whole blood possible.

Improvements in analyte characterisation and analyte-capture technology

Exhaustive research into understanding and characterising analyte binding efficiencies has facilitated the development of novel immunoassay capture strategies directly from whole blood.12,13 For example, extensive research into cardiac markers (analytes) like troponin and N-terminal pro b-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) have led to the development of commercially available POC assays like the Radiometer AQT90 FLEX analyser, a 20 minute BPS-free sandwich immunoassay test directly from 2 mL of blood for effective cardiovascular diagnosis and treatment.14 Additionally, better characterisation of genomic marker sequences has led to optimised molecular diagnostic assays. As an example, the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 gene is targeted in an isothermal amplification assay (loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP)) for malarial DNA from a sample of heat-treated host's blood without nucleic acid purification in about 30 minutes (~1 parasite per μL blood). This assay is capable of distinguishing P. falciparum from P. vivax15 confirming the obvious benefits of improved analyte characterisation by increased knowledge of target sequences.

Improvements in signal transduction and amplification mechanisms

Coupling the advances in analyte capture technology with innovative signal transduction and amplification strategies has enabled the development of new POCTs bypassing BPS. For example, an integrated, multiplexed digital-analogue microfluidic immunoassay platform based on the principles of mechanically induced trapping of molecular interactions (MITOMI),16 used for enhanced monitoring of binding affinities of molecular interactions like protein-antibody has recently been validated for rapid, specific and sensitive (100 pM) detection of anti-Ebola IgG in ultralow volume of whole blood samples (5 μL). The dynamic range of the immunoassay was significantly enhanced by combining digital MITOMI (i.e. enzyme conjugated) with analogue MITOMI (fluorophore-labelled) readout systems. Subsequently a low-cost portable prototype system was capable of sensitively distinguishing between three common Ebola strains in a multiplexed assay format.17

Novel microfluidic composite material

Advances in the development of composite materials for microfluidic devices have led to improved platforms for immobilising capture probes. An affordable enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test for the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) tumour marker normally performed on standard microtitre plates (MTP), was ported successfully onto a POC device utilising a melt-extruded fluoropolymer microcapillary film (MCF) for sensitive, direct and affordable whole blood PSA screening in low resource settings. The new PSA MCF ELISA was shown to be 20 times faster than the standard MTP ELISA, whilst maintaining similar assay performance with respect to precision and limit of detection (LoD).18,19

Alternative strategies

The developments of novel nanoparticle-based bioassays are also lending themselves to providing suitable BPS-free POC solutions that can overcome the matrix effects of whole blood coupled with inexpensive readout systems based on common consumer electronics. For example, a POCT was recently constructed to sensitively detect thrombin activity at 18 NIH units per mL in 12 μL of blood (by monitoring hydrolase activity), using an integration of immobilised semiconductor quantum dots (QD) and Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) with a smartphone imaging readout on a paper-in-PDMS chip. The system was further adapted for sensitive streptavidin detection (200 nM–10 μM) from 50% whole blood, via a competitive binding assay highlighting its potential for detecting multiple protein analyte classes while using common consumer electronics as a viable POC diagnostic platform.20

Some of the example assays mentioned above still need to be optimised before being adapted into commercially
available POCTs. However, it is becoming more evident that rapid technological advances are leading to increasing number of sensitive, smart and simplified POCT examples bypassing BPS, hence creating a rationale for its exclusion.

3 Blood plasma separation: when and why do you need it?

With both established and novel biomarkers, reproducibility and accuracy of the analytical methods are paramount. However, the quality of the analytical methods does not always guarantee the diagnostic usefulness of the test. An important yet sometimes overlooked issue relates to variabilities in sample collection, storage and processing. Indeed, preanalytical variables are recognised as the predominant source of mistakes in laboratory medicine, accounting for up to 70% of all laboratory errors.21 Therefore, the need for improving preanalytical procedures has been highlighted in a number of publications reviewing diagnostic methods.22 As described in the previous section, diagnostic tests are being successfully designed for the direct detection of biomarkers in blood, removing the need for integrating BPS in POCTs. However, the presence of blood cells in the sample disrupts the detection of a range of biomarkers in a number of ways. We review some of these effects.

Influence of hemolysis in blood samples

The breakdown of erythrocyte (red blood cells) membranes causing the release of hemoglobin in blood in- or ex vivo is a leading problem during the preanalytical phase. in vitro hemolysis in laboratory samples accounts for up to 40–70% of sample rejections in laboratories, and has a direct financial impact.23,24 The variability of microRNA levels due to hemolysis has been well documented.25 Not all, but a large fraction of microRNAs identified so far are affected by sample handling.26 As illustrated in Fig. 1, Kirschner et al. have shown that the levels of miRNA are affected even by low hemolysis, typically undetectable by eye, and thus difficult to systematically exclude through a simple visual inspection.25 Proteins are also affected by hemolysis. An important example regards the use of cardiac troponins I (cTnI) and T (cTnT) to diagnose acute myocardial infarction and other cardiac diseases. cTnI and cTnT have been used in POC tests directly on blood samples as detailed in the previous sections and have been reported to be unaffected by moderate hemolysis.27 However, a study by Bais using a different cTn assay has shown that hemolysis index of around 150 (hemoglobin concentration of 1.9 g L−1) caused a 20% change in cTn, above the critical level, suggestive of an acute myocardial infarction.28 Although these examples relate to extreme physiological conditions rather than common cases, they highlight the advantage of rapidly obtaining hemolysis-free samples.29,30

The third example of the influence of hemolysis on circulating biomarkers relates to metabolites. Hemolysis can falsely decrease or increase values of metabolites, like potassium, lactate dehydrogenase, and aspartate aminotransferase.31 In particular, potassium concentration in RBCs is over 20 times that of plasma, making it notoriously sensitive to hemolysis.31 It was shown that over a third of hypokalemic cases (potassium deficiency) could be missed due to hemolysis when using whole blood to estimate potassium level.29 The elevation of potassium due to hemolysis has been reported to be more important in capillary blood samples compared to venous blood samples, which is of special interest to POC applications.32 It was also shown that temperature during transport might lead to misdiagnosis and "pseudo hyperkalemia", or so-called "seasonal pseudo-hyperkalemia".33 To alleviate this issue, a study showed that the introduction of centrifuges in UK GP surgeries led to a reduction of these cases, thereby proving the benefits of rapid, point-of-care plasma extraction.34 While temperature control during sample transport might be possible in some cases, the universal removal of blood cells prior to transport is an attractive idea. We have discussed the impact of hemolysis on various important and common diagnostic tests. However, it is important to note that not all analytes are sensitive to hemolysis and a number of them can withstand delayed plasma separation for several days without changing significantly (less than 4% per day).35

Influence of leukolysis

Leukocytes lysis, or leukolysis, also has significant effects on circulating biomarkers, specifically molecular markers, in situations where the released background genomic DNA acts as noise on the molecular marker signal. This situation is specifically encountered in non-invasive, nucleic-acid-based cancer and prenatal diagnostic. A low concentration of cell-free DNA (cfDNA), around 10−50 ng ml−1, is normally detectable in plasma from healthy subjects prepared by standard
centrifugation (1600g), representing hundreds or thousands of genome copies per ml. In the case of prenatal diagnostics, fetal DNA is thought to make up typically 10–15\% of the total circulating DNA, depending strongly on gestation age and perinatal health.\textsuperscript{36,37} Fluctuations in the detectable fetal nucleic acid fraction can be attributed to the release of maternal DNA during maternal cell lysis. Extracting plasma at the site of blood draw has been shown to efficiently eliminate the contamination from maternal cells.\textsuperscript{38} Similarly, cancer tumours lead to the presence of free circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA) which can be used for early cancer diagnostic and treatment monitoring. However, the abundance of genomic DNA dilutes the tumour derived ctDNA and hinders robust detection of mutations.\textsuperscript{39} In both of these applications, pre-analytical factors such as the rapid removal or the stabilisation of blood cells have been shown to improve the reliability of the detection.\textsuperscript{40}

**Microfluidics, an attractive technology to standardise the preanalytical phase**

Physical cell preservation solutions do not alleviate sample preparation and introduce an additional cost on top of the total sample preparation cost (individual commercial cell stabilisation tubes generally cost above $6). While hemolysis due to delayed blood preparation constitutes only a fraction of all in vitro hemolysis cases, in general, miniaturised, microfluidic-based solutions for blood plasma sample preparation at the site of blood draw might help to standardise the preparation through robust near-patient solutions, decreasing the variability of biomarker measurements. In several of the cases presented earlier, plasma extraction at the site of blood draw has been shown to effectively remove detrimental blood cell contamination. At present, regardless of the required sample volume, plasma is obtained from whole blood using a centrifuge that has a significant footprint, needs rotating platform and separation was achieved within a few seconds,\textsuperscript{49} while other systems typically removed 99.5\% of blood cells in 10 min.\textsuperscript{50} Capillary chip with asymmetric superhydrophilic coating,\textsuperscript{51} to phase-guide assisted sedimentation\textsuperscript{53} and undiluted blood was also achieved by methods ranging from cotton thread,\textsuperscript{52} to phase-guide assisted sedimentation\textsuperscript{53} and

**4 Separation strategies**

The number and type of tests to perform dictates the volume of plasma required, and subsequently the starting volume of blood. For example, in monitoring chronic hepatitis B patients 6 to 8 tests are typically performed with a requirement of at least 200 µL of plasma in total,\textsuperscript{41} while measurements on circulating nucleic acid can require as much as several millilitres of plasma.\textsuperscript{42} Here we classify the techniques by processed sample volume to offer clarity to end-users looking for the most suitable approaches (Table 2).

**4.1 Finger-prick volumes up to a few microlitres**

Many diagnostic tests such as blood gas, electrolytes and metabolites (BGEM) tests can be carried out on plasma from a drop of blood,\textsuperscript{43} enabling traditional venepuncture to be substituted with a finger-prick procedure, an important asset in POC setting. Filtration and paper-based technologies are a common approach when working with blood volumes in the microtitre range. Kim et al. developed a filtration-based tool for separating 2.5 µL of plasma in 3 min and its subsequent deposition on a collection disc, which can be air-dried and sent for analysis. Measurements of vitamin D and spiked-in yeast enolase revealed that the extracted plasma was equivalent to the venepuncture-derived control.\textsuperscript{44} Other filtration methods required blood dilution to increase filter lifetime.\textsuperscript{45,46} Kuo et al. tested a capillary-driven chip, in which cells are eliminated through size-exclusion. Plasma can be extracted in 75 s from 10 µL of whole blood at 15\% yield through a fishbone microchannel network.\textsuperscript{47} Another capillary driven chip with filtering microstructures was capable of extracting 0.1 µL plasma from 5 µL of undiluted blood.\textsuperscript{48} Recent developments in centrifugal disc (CD) microfluidic systems, or so called lab-on-a-disc systems, allowed for separation of plasma from undiluted blood and achieved highly controlled actuation of small sample volumes, which is required for integrated analyte detection. The disc is spun on a rotating platform and separation was achieved within a few seconds,\textsuperscript{49} while other systems typically removed 99.5\% of cells in 10 min.\textsuperscript{50}

Separation of plasma from microlitre amounts of undiluted blood was also achieved by methods ranging from capillary chip with asymmetric superhydrophilic coating,\textsuperscript{51} to cotton thread,\textsuperscript{52} to phase-guide assisted sedimentation\textsuperscript{53} and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Opportunities and limitations of plasma extraction by centrifugation and microfluidic approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td><strong>Microfluidic based techniques</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifugation</td>
<td>Microfluidic based techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High yield</td>
<td>• Can be integrated with continuous flow processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High purity depending on parameters</td>
<td>• Standardisation possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reproducible</td>
<td>• Portable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Well established</td>
<td>• Contained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits</td>
<td>• New method, lack of reproducibility studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Batch-processing</td>
<td>• Variable efficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bulky</td>
<td>• Low yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relatively expensive</td>
<td>• Potential for low-cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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to dielectrophoresis (DEP). Different levels of blood dilution were needed for systems based on sedimentation (1:3 (ref. 56) and 1:9 (ref. 57)), magnetophoresis (1:10) and a combination of hydrodynamic separation with DEP (1:1).

### 4.2 Finger-prick or venous blood volumes in the microlitre range

It is worth mentioning that even if the blood volume needed for the test is between 1 μl and several hundred microlitres it does not imply that capillary blood can be used. As levels of analytes can be different in capillary and venous blood, for some tests microlitre blood volume will still be collected through venepuncture.

Recent advancements in processing blood samples of volumes up to a few hundred microlitres have been achieved with membrane filtration, passive hydrodynamic separation, centrifugal microfluidics and active separation methods. A centrifugal system for liver function analysis was developed by Chen et al., who created a device in which up to 200 μl of undiluted blood is sandwiched between two superhydrophobic surfaces. The device is left for 10 min allowing the cells to settle down and plasma to fill a collection chamber through a membrane placed at the top of the blood reservoir. Yield of 33% is achieved and 85% recovery of spiked-in *S. mansoni* genomic DNA was demonstrated.

An electrochemical paper-based analytical device (ePAD) using blood separation paper (VF2, Whatman) was developed by Noiphung et al. Plasma from 250 μl of undiluted blood was separated in 4 min and subsequently the glucose level was measured. An unorthodox approach was employed by Kim and Choi who created hand-held “smart-pipette” with a microfluidic plasma separating tip relying on hydrophoresis. A 5 min operation produced 60 μl of plasma with 93% separation efficiency.

A capillary driven chip with low-voltage (1 V) DEP for capturing RBCs from 150 μl undiluted blood was developed by Chen et al. The device was capable of removing close to 90% of RBCs with around 40% volumetric plasma yield. However, the removal efficiency of WBCs and platelets was not measured.

### 4.3 Venous blood volumes in the millilitre range

When processing large blood volumes, avoiding the saturation issues encountered in filtration is crucial, and this has been traditionally achieved by hydrodynamic plasma separation, a method employed in the seminal work of Yang et al. The most widely used systems rely on plasma skimming effect sometimes referred to as the Zweifach–Fung effect. Plasma is extracted in a channel bifurcation through a side channel of higher fluidic resistance while cells flow through a main, low resistance channel. Usually the separation is enhanced by additional geometrical features like constriction–expansion regions improving both the cell focussing and plasma skimming effects. This approach requires external pumping equipment but often achieves high throughputs. However, the usual trade-off is high blood dilution (typically 1:1 to 1:20).

Agarwal and co-workers published several papers exploring the impact of different bifurcation geometries,
e.g. varying constriction length and bend, on plasma extraction. In the recent work chips were tested at a wide range of hematocrits (7–62%) achieving separation efficiency close to 100% and plasma quality was validated by measuring levels of glucose and human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) hormone. Although plasma yield was rather low (1–6%), the devices could potentially produce a few hundreds of microlitres of plasma due to relatively high throughputs (0.3–0.5 ml min\(^{-1}\)) with reported reduced clogging. Marchalot et al. developed a BPS platform with two constriction-expansion units placed in series. The group studied the effect of system geometry on development of cell free layer and cell-focussing at relatively high dilutions (1:10–1:20). Numerical calculations of their network’s hydraulic resistance helped to reach a 25% volumetric extraction yield of highly diluted plasma with a purity of 99% or higher. Others have tried to vary the constriction geometry to enhance the formation of a microvortex, with limited success (1:20 blood dilution, separation efficiency 90%).

Inertial microfluidics, developed for cell sorting have been applied to separate plasma from blood. Cell removal through inertial focussing with secondary flow has been achieved in a constriction-expansion array and serpentine channel. The last device, comprised of 16 multiplexed slanted spiral channels, achieved a particularly high separation efficiency of 100% at yield close to 50% and massive throughput of 24 ml min\(^{-1}\). However, the system is only suitable for highly diluted blood (Hct = 0.5–1%). The limiting factor is the interaction between cells, that was found to prevent cell focussing at Hct higher than several percent.

Commercially available plasma separating membranes, although predominantly aimed at microlitre blood volumes, have also been used for large sample volumes. Liu et al. developed a hybrid sedimentation–filtration based system, in which plasma is extracted on 2 sides of a vertical sample loading chamber. Filter clogging was largely reduced through gravitational sedimentation of cells and the device was capable of extracting 275 μl of plasma from 1.8 ml undiluted blood (yield 15%). The group used HIV-spiked blood to evaluate device’s utility in diagnostics. In another sedimentation–filtration device, blood is drawn through a cell sedimentation chamber with an additional microporous membrane at the end, producing plasma of ~99% purity. The sedimentation chamber requires priming with isotonic buffer that leads to some plasma dilution (generally lower than 1:1). Gong et al. developed a simple cartridge PMMA based device capable of filtering plasma out of millilitre volumes of blood through a membrane. Sample flow was improved by hydrophilic coating of the channels. In ~5 min the device produced over 100–200 μl of plasma from 0.8–1 ml of blood achieving remarkable separation efficiency of 99.9% and 96.9% for RBCs and WBCs, respectively. The group tested the device in POC setting, performing a number of hepatitis B related tests on clinical samples, achieving results similar to those based on control plasma obtained by centrifugation.

5 Recommendations and future outlook

In a large number of cases, plasma provides a stable matrix for the detection of analytes and biomarkers susceptible to hemo- and leukolysis, making miniaturised plasma extraction especially attractive for POCT. In parallel, researchers continue to pursue the refinement of strategies aimed at removing the need for blood plasma separation altogether. Here we reviewed some technological considerations and potential challenges for the development of microfluidic BPS technologies.

Solving the dilution issue

Methods where high blood dilution is needed have arguable applicability in medical diagnostics. A hypothetical efficient pump-operated device (25% plasma yield, 30 ml h\(^{-1}\) inlet flow rate) separating plasma from blood diluted 1:10 requires 30 min to extract a sample volume containing only 200 μl of undiluted plasma. Based on a 45% Hct the dilution of such plasma sample is approximately 1:18, which can make the detection of rare analytes difficult or impossible. Furthermore, considering major progress in effective self-driven low-impact solutions for extracting the same volumes of undiluted plasma, the development of high throughput systems should demonstrate production of plasma samples suitable for diagnostics purposes.

Technological considerations

Medical diagnostics could potentially benefit from stand-alone microfluidic plasma extraction at the point of blood draw, as it has the potential to circumvent issues around the transport of blood in the context of circulating molecular markers detection. For example, we have demonstrated the use of stand-alone plasma separation in the specific context of prenatal diagnostics, while others proposed a BPS device producing plasma-bearing strips ready for transport. Integration of BPS modules into full LOC is nevertheless important for the reasons listed in section 3.

There is no single best microfluidic BPS technology, with each one having its advantages and limitations. In general, hybrid devices presented here achieved higher yield and sample purity than those employing a single separation mechanism. Therefore, a hybrid approach, in which advantages of different BPS mechanisms are combined in one device, has a large potential in plasma-based POC diagnostics, especially for processing larger volumes of blood. An inherent issue of all microfluidic technologies relates to clogging. While it is most apparent in filter-based devices (finite lifetime limiting sample volume processed), larger microfluidic channels can also get clogged from cell aggregation, coagulation or presence of debris. In order for a BPS technology to be considered for product development, it needs to produce both high quality plasma sample and demonstrate reliability. For this reason, information on device failure rate would
contribute to assessing the efficacy of the method. Moreover, the practicality of a particular solution strongly depends on fabrication. The use of complex fabrication methods and designs as well as the use of external equipment for device operation should be justified by improvements in performance. Additionally, compatibility with mass fabrication methods is crucial for translation to market.

Suitability of the extracted plasma for diagnostic purpose

The majority of papers presenting BPS do not include a comprehensive study of plasma quality such as remaining cell content and hemolysis measurements. For instance, flow cytometry, automated hemocytometry or manual cell counting can be used for measuring residual cell content in plasma but have different precision, and comparison of results obtained with different methods is not always informative. Demonstration of successful biomarker detection enables the evaluation of the device for a specific diagnostic purpose, but the lack of a robust generic biological characterisation hinders conclusive comparison of the available technologies. Therefore, we recommend that more rigorous testing is carried out to assess the performance of new devices in the context of medical diagnostics.
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